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8th Political Bureau Meeting of 8th Central 

Committee of WPK Held 

  
Pyongyang, May 12 (KCNA) -- The 8th Political Bureau meeting of the 8th Central 
Committee of the Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) was convened at the office 
building of the Party Central Committee on May 12. 

Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea, was present at 
the meeting. 

Attending the meeting were members of the Presidium of the Political Bureau of 
the WPK Central Committee, and members and alternate members of the Political 
Bureau of the Party Central Committee. 

Present there as observers were officials in the state emergency epidemic 
prevention sector and some commanding officers of the Ministry of National 
Defence. 

The respected General Secretary presided over the meeting. 

First, the Political Bureau discussed an issue of convening the plenary meeting of 
the Party Central Committee. 

Adopted at the meeting with unanimous approval was a decision of the Political 
Bureau of the WPK Central Committee on convening the 5th Plenary Meeting of 
the 8th Central Committee of the Party in the first third of June to make interim 
summing-up of the execution of the Party and state policies in 2022 and discuss 
and decide a series of important issues. 



Next, the Political Bureau discussed the issue of coping with the epidemic 
prevention crisis state prevailing in the country. 

It recognized as follows: 

A most serious emergency case of the state occurred: A break was made on our 
emergency epidemic prevention front where has firmly defended for two years and 
three months from February, 2020. 

The state emergency epidemic prevention command and relevant units made 
deliberation of the result of strict gene arrangement analysis on the specimen from 
persons with fever of an organization in the capital city on May 8, and concluded 
that it coincided with Omicron BA.2 variant which is recently spreading worldwide 
rapidly. 

Informed at the meeting was the spread state in the whole country. Urgent 
measures were presented and deliberated to take the strategic initiative in the 
epidemic prevention campaign for the future. 

The Political Bureau censured the epidemic prevention sectors for their 
carelessness, relaxation, irresponsibility and inefficiency as they did not sensitively 
cope with the public health state which infectors of all kinds of variants are 
increasing worldwide including surrounding regions of our country. 

The Political Bureau recognized that it is necessary to switch over from the state 
epidemic prevention system to the maximum emergency epidemic prevention 
system to cope with the present circumstance. 

All measures were taken for the Party, administrative and economic organs at all 
levels, sectors of public and state security and national defence and all organs and 
sectors of the country to establish the proper work system to make the state work 
be done smoothly in line with the maximum emergency epidemic prevention 
system coming into force. 

Adopted at the meeting was a resolution of the Political Bureau of the Central 
Committee of the WPK on switch over from the state emergency epidemic 
prevention work to the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system to cope 
with the prevailing epidemic prevention crisis. 



Concluding the meeting, Kim Jong Un raised principles to be maintained 
thoroughly in the emergency epidemic prevention work and tasks to do so. 

He outlined and analyzed the current epidemic prevention crisis of the country and 
noted that the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system is mainly aimed 
to stably contain and control the spread of COVID-19 that made inroads into the 
country and to quickly cure the infections in order to eradicate the source of the 
virus spread at an early date. 

Pointing out that more dangerous enemy of us than the malicious virus are 
unscientific fear, lack of faith and weak will, he affirmed that we will surely 
overcome the current sudden situation and win victory in the emergency epidemic 
prevention work as we have strong organizing ability with which the Party, 
government and people are united as one and there are high political awareness 
and self-consciousness of all the people that have been fostered and cemented 
during the prolonged emergency epidemic prevention campaign. 

He called on all the cities and counties of the whole country to thoroughly lock 
down their areas and organize work and production after closing each working unit, 
production unit and living unit from each other so as to flawlessly and perfectly 
block the spread vacuum of the malicious virus. 

Stressing the necessity of quickly organizing scientific and intensive examination 
and treatment campaign, he said that the Party and the government decided to 
take a measure to mobilize reserve medical supplies that have been stored up for 
the emergency until now. 

He underscored the need for the public health sector and the emergency epidemic 
prevention sectors to strictly conduct intensive examination of all the people, take 
proactive measures for medical observation and treatment, intensify disinfection of 
all areas ranging from workplaces to living space and thus block and terminate the 
source of the malicious epidemics spread. 

Though the epidemic prevention situation is harsh at present, it cannot block our 
advance toward the overall development of socialist construction, and there 
should be nothing missed in the planned economic work, the General Secretary 
said, stressing that the Cabinet and other state economic guidance organs and 
relevant units should conduct fuller organization, guidance and command over the 



economic work in conformity with switching over from state epidemic prevention 
system to the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system so as to speed up 
the immediate farming work and the production at major industrial sectors and 
industrial establishments to the maximum and flawlessly compete within the 
appointed date the cherished works of our Party for the people such as the 
construction of 10 000 flats in the Hwasong area and the Ryonpho Greenhouse 
Farm. 

The Party and power organs should minimize inconveniences and agonies the 
people would suffer under the strong blockade situation, stabilize their lives and 
take thoroughgoing measures so that slightest negative phenomena are not be 
revealed, he noted. 

Stressing the need to more firmly cement the outposts of the state defence and 
guarantee the victory of the great epidemic prevention campaign with arms, he 
specially emphasized that guard duty should be further strengthened on the fronts, 
borders, seas and air and the best measures be taken to make security vacuum 
not be revealed in the national defence. 

The people-first politics by our Party and state that have displayed the great vitality, 
overcoming all troubles of history, and the strength of our people who are united 
single-mindedly are the most powerful guarantee to win victory in the current great 
epidemic prevention campaign, he said, adding that all the Party organizations and 
power organs should prove in practice their loyalty to the Party and revolution, 
devotion to the people and responsibility for their duty at the present great 
epidemic prevention campaign to defend the lives and security of the people. 

He warmly appealed to all the people and officers and men of the People's Army to 
triumphantly conclude the great epidemic prevention campaign with firm 
confidence and great redoubled efforts and thus defend to the end our precious 
lives and future with our faith, will and unity. 

The Political Bureau of the C.C., WPK examined and approved the written 
emergency instructions of the Central Military Commission of the Party and the 
Cabinet and made sure that they are issued. 

 



Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Visits State 

Emergency Epidemic Prevention Headquarters 
Pyongyang, May 13 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' 
Party of Korea and president of the State Affairs of the Democratic People's 
Republic of Korea, visited the state emergency epidemic prevention headquarters 
on May 12. 

He was accompanied by Jo Yong Won and Pak Jong Chon, members of the 
Presidium of the Political Bureau of the WPK Central Committee. 

He was greeted by officials of the headquarters on the spot. 

Making rounds of the command rooms of the headquarters, he examined the 
epidemic prevention situation one day after the state epidemic prevention work 
was switched over to the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system to 
cope with the prevailing epidemic prevention crisis, and learned about the 
nationwide spread of epidemics. 

A fever whose cause couldn't be identified explosively spread nationwide from late 
April and more than 350 000 people got fever in a short span of time and at least 
162 200 out of them were healed completely. On May 12 alone, some 18 000 
persons with fever occurred nationwide and as of now up to 187 800 people are 
being isolated and treated. Six persons died (one of them tested positive for the 
BA.2 sub-variant of Omicron.) 

The General Secretary criticized that the simultaneous spread of fever with the 
capital area as a centre shows that there is a vulnerable point in the epidemic 
prevention system we have already established. 

He reiterated the importance of the work of all the provinces, cities and counties of 
the country to take steps for isolating each working unit, production unit and 
residential unit from each other while locking down their areas and providing the 
inhabitants with every convenience in curbing the spread of the malicious virus. 

Noting that if we put under control the spread situation and take measures in tiding 
over the present crisis, in particular, we always come to stand on the defensive in 



the epidemic prevention work, he said that it is the top priority to block the virus 
spread by actively locking down areas and isolating and treating persons with 
fever in a responsible manner. 

As repeatedly stressing, the initiative in the epidemic prevention work is the life, he 
said, underlining the need to immediately and thoroughly carry out the articles of 
the decisions of the Political Bureau of the Party Central Committee for firmly 
taking hold on the good chance in the epidemic prevention campaign on one's own 
initiative and thus quickly contain the spread of epidemics. 

The sectors of the public health and emergency epidemic prevention should 
minutely observe characteristics of the course of diseases of persons with fever, 
set up scientific treatment methods and tactics at a lightning tempo as demanded 
by the specialized manuals and further strengthen the state's measures for 
supplying medicines, he said. 

He called for containing and stabilizing the spread of malicious epidemics by 
strictly preserving the state's emergency epidemic prevention guidelines, and for 
offensively conduct the political information work so that the people have a correct 
understanding of the state's emergency steps and display high self-consciousness 
in carrying them out. 

He put forward detailed tasks to be put into practice, including the issue for the 
emergency epidemic prevention units at all levels to enhance their operation and 
commanding capabilities for the epidemic prevention work of their regions and 
units and make full preparations for coping with the circumstances to be raised 
promptly and the issue of scrupulously forming forces to ensure the quickness and 
scientific accuracy in the epidemic prevention work. 

It is the most important challenge and supreme tasks facing our Party to reverse 
the immediate public health crisis situation at an early date, restore the stability of 
epidemic prevention and protect the health and wellbeing of our people, he said, 
clarifying the determination, willingness and strategy and tactics of the Party 
Central Committee to victoriously lead the epidemic prevention war. 

He expressed the expectations and conviction that the officials of the state 
emergency epidemic prevention headquarters would perfectly block and terminate 
the spread sources of malicious epidemics and take the lead in making a 



breakthrough of victory in the great epidemic prevention campaign with their 
courageous valor and practical ability as demanded by the spirit of the 8th Political 
Bureau Meeting of the 8th Central Committee of the WPK, deeply aware of the 
solemn mission and responsibility and duty assigned by the Party and the 
revolution. -0- 
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Consultative Meeting of Political Bureau of C.C., 

WPK Held 
Pyongyang, May 14 (KCNA) -- The Political Bureau of the Central Committee of 
the Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) convened a consultative meeting at the office 
building of the Party Central Committee on May 14 to overhaul the maximum 
emergency epidemic prevention system under operation and take additional 
political and practical measures. 

Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea, guided the 
consultative meeting. 

Present there were members of the Presidium of the Political Bureau of the WPK 
Central Committee, and members and alternate members of the Political Bureau 
of the Party Central Committee. 

Present there as observers were officials in the state emergency epidemic 
prevention sector and a leading official of the Ministry of Public Health. 

The Political Bureau heard a report of the state emergency epidemic prevention 
headquarters on the spread of disease as of May 13. 

On May 13, over 174 440 persons had fever, at least 81 430 were fully recovered 
and 21 died in the country. 

The number of fevered persons totalized from late April to May 13 is over 524 440, 
among which more than 243 630 were fully recovered and at least 280 810 are 
under treatment with 27 dead in the country. 



The report referred to the data on the spread of disease in every region and unit 
and to the characteristics of the progress of disease, and notified that in most 
cases, the loss of life was caused by mistakes like overmuch taking of drugs, bereft 
of scientific medical treatment. 

The Political Bureau discussed political and practical measures to rapidly curb and 
control the nationwide spread of disease, so as to firmly take the strategic initiative. 

The consultative meeting focused on the issue of timely supplying reserve 
medicines, which would be urgently released as required by the maximum 
emergency epidemic prevention system. 

It confirmed again practical procedures to make sure that the reserve medicines 
are timely and exactly conveyed to patients by mobilizing all the state means and 
forces for transporting and supplying medicines needed. 

It discussed in depth ways for minimizing the losses in human lives by reasonably 
applying scientific curing tactics and methods to different patients including 
fevered persons with special constitutional conditions, and for timely coping with 
the disease spread while watching more minutely its progress. 

The respected General Secretary said that it can be said the spread of malignant 
disease comes to be a great upheaval in our country since the founding of the 
DPRK along with the worldwide spread of COVID-19 which gets very serious, 
adding that we can surely overcome the crisis if we do not sway in carrying out the 
epidemic prevention policy but keep the strong organizing ability and control based 
on the single-minded unity of the Party and the people and intensify the epidemic 
prevention campaign. 

Analyzing the nature and source of the crisis in a scientific way, he said that the 
current situation is not an uncontrollable spread among regions but the spread 
within locked areas and relevant units, and underscored the need to cherish the 
conviction for overcoming the malignant disease within the shortest span of time 
as we get to know from the smooth progress of most courses of disease. 

Stressing again the rationality and efficiency of the initiative and decisive 
regional-blocking and unitary-isolating steps taken by the Party and government, 
he called on the emergency epidemic prevention units at all levels to more 



scrupulously organize the operation for and command over the epidemic 
prevention work of their regions and units to surely reverse the spread of disease. 

In order to tide over the present public health crisis quickly, it is important to 
improve the scientific epidemic prevention awareness of all the people, he noted, 
calling upon the curative and preventive organs and other relevant organs to 
scrupulously organize the work for informing a broad section of masses of 
knowledge needed for prevention and treatment of epidemics and, at the same 
time, to produce diverse multi-media promoting the understating of the masses 
and widely disseminate them through mass media. 

Noting that the public health crisis facing us is also attributable to the 
incompetence, irresponsibility and least role of the party organizations in the 
epidemic prevention work, he said that officials of the Party organizations at all 
levels, who know well before anyone else about our Party's public health and 
epidemic prevention policies, should go deep among the masses who are 
suffering difficulties, share joy and sorrow with them and always become the 
competent pioneers and kind explainers to firmly ensure the good chance of 
winning the epidemic prevention campaign. 

He also called upon the Party organizations at all levels to turn out resolutely in the 
campaign for defending the people with boundless devotion and invariable loyalty 
to them to always become the advancing group, shock brigade and bulletproof wall 
in the present acute anti-epidemic war. 

The virtues and feelings of helping and taking care of each other which prevails our 
society in any difficulties are the key to and guarantee for the great victory in the 
epidemic prevention campaign which is more powerful than any latest medical 
technologies, he said, calling upon all the Party organizations to scrupulously 
conduct the organizational and political work so that our best communist virtue and 
beautiful traits, which no one on earth can possess or imitate, are given fuller 
display in the present difficult and rigorous epidemic prevention campaign. 

Noting that it is high time for our Party Central Committee to prove its leading role 
once again before the difficulties of history, he said that it is urgent for us to more 
deeply realize for what we are needed and for whom we fight at the cost of our lives 
and that our Party will bravely discharge its important responsibility and duty and 



take full responsibility for the security and wellbeing of the country and people by 
displaying boundless loyalty and devotion, and repeatedly expressed his 
determination and will to win a great victory in the epidemic prevention campaign 
without fail. 

Saying that he was donating reserve medicines prepared by his family to the Party 
committee of the office building with his resolution to always share the destiny with 
the people and with an earnest prayer that peace and laugh would settle again in 
all families across the country at an early date, he suggested to the Party 
committee sending the medicines to a family in difficulty. 

It is very important for our epidemic prevention sector to study well the epidemic 
prevention policies of advanced countries, their successes in epidemic prevention 
and their experience, he said, adding it is good to actively learn from the advanced 
and rich anti-epidemic successes and experience already gained by the Chinese 
party and people in the struggle against malicious epidemic, in particular. 

The consultative meeting discussed such issues as taking practical measures to 
quickly strengthen the material and technological foundations of the public health 
sector and taking legal measures to strongly strike all negative deeds hindering the 
emergency epidemic prevention work. -0- 
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Consultative Meeting of Political Bureau of C.C., 

WPK Held Again 
Pyongyang, May 16 (KCNA) -- The Political Bureau of the Central Committee of 
the Workers' Party of Korea convened an emergency consultative meeting again 
to discuss measures for epidemic prevention on May 15. 

Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the Workers' Party of Korea, guided the 
consultative meeting. 



Attending the meeting were members of the Presidium of the Political Bureau of 
the WPK Central Committee and members and alternate members of the Political 
Bureau of the Party Central Committee. 

Present there as observers were officials of the state emergency epidemic 
prevention sector and a leading official of the Ministry of Public Health. 

The Political Bureau heard the report by the state emergency epidemic prevention 
headquarters on the spread of the epidemic as of May 15. 

The consultative meeting intensively discussed the issue of reexamining the 
statewide epidemic prevention work and quickly correcting the deviations revealed 
in the supply of medicines after the state epidemic prevention system was 
switched over to the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system. 

The respected General Secretary referred to the supply of medicines throughout 
the country and analyzed the current situation in which the Political Bureau of the 
Party Central Committee issued an emergency order to immediately release and 
timely supply the state reserve medicines to swiftly contain and control the spread 
of the epidemic and an order for all pharmacies to switch over to the 24-hour 
operation system but the orders have not yet been carried out properly and 
medicines have not been properly supplied to pharmacies. 

Pointing out that the medicines provided by the state have not been supplied to 
inhabitants through pharmacies correctly in time, he said it is because officials of 
the Cabinet and public health sector in charge of the supply have not rolled up their 
sleeves, not properly recognizing the present crisis but only talking about the spirit 
of devotedly serving the people. He strongly criticized the Cabinet and public 
health sector for their irresponsible work attitude and organizing and executing 
ability. 

Referring to the fact that the judicial and prosecutorial sector that is obliged to 
powerfully guarantee the implementation of the Party's policies by law has failed to 
exercise legal supervision and control properly and correct several negative 
phenomena in the nationwide handling and sale of medicines so as to make the 
administrative order concerning the supply of medicines be immediately and 
exactly carried out, he censured the director of the Central Public Prosecutors 



Office for the idleness and negligence of his duty not feeling any responsibility and 
compunction and playing any role. 

He referred to a series of deviations from the overall epidemic prevention work and 
took practical measures for correcting them immediately. 

He issued an order of the chairman of the WPK Central Military Commission on 
immediately stabilizing the supply of medicines in Pyongyang City by involving the 
powerful forces of the military medical field of the People's Army. 

Saying that if all leading officials do not exert themselves and display their 
strenuous and fighting spirit, rare ability and wisdom, they can not take the 
strategic initiative in the ongoing anti-epidemic war, he added. 

Stressing that officials should not allow any slightest imperfection and vulnerable 
points by maintaining high tension and vigilance in the acute anti-epidemic war 
and scrupulously organizing and guiding every work in a scientific way, he said that 
they should take the lead in the epidemic prevention campaign through their 
effective work and result. 

On the basis of the detailed analysis of the present epidemic prevention situation 
in the country, he discussed ways for enforcing the epidemic prevention policies 
more efficiently and indicated the orientation and goal for the immediate struggle. 

The consultative meeting discussed the issue of improving the state's 
administrative control over the emergency epidemic prevention work, the issue of 
thoroughly ensuring the hygienic safety of medicines at pharmacies, the issue of 
further strengthening the legal control over the epidemic prevention work and the 
issue of enhancing the state's capability for coping with crisis. 

Just after ending the meeting, he visited pharmacies in Pyongyang City to acquaint 
himself with the supply of medicines. 

He was accompanied by Jo Yong Won and Kim Tok Hun, members of the 
Presidium of the Political Bureau of the WPK Central Committee, Choe Kyong 
Chol, minister of Public Health, and senior officials of relevant departments of the 
Party Central Committee. 



According to his instruction, members and alternate members of the Political 
Bureau of the Party Central Committee visited pharmacies in Pyongyang to learn 
about their situation. 

He dropped in at pharmacies in Taedonggang District and learnt in detail about the 
supply and sale of medicines. 

He acquainted himself in detail with what kind of medicines have been supplied 
after the maximum emergency epidemic prevention system came into force, 
whether medicines have been kept as required by regulations, whether the 
pharmacies are turned into 24-hour service system, whether they hold 
consultations with patients, what they have as antipyretic and antibiotic and what 
kinds of drugs are generally demanded by inhabitants and how much are 
medicines. 

He stressed repeatedly the need to correct the vulnerable points in medicine 
supply system and take strong measures for transporting medicines. 

Saying that most of pharmacies have not been arranged so as to successfully fulfill 
their function and they are in such a poor situation as they don't have medicine 
store houses except showcases, he referred to the situation in which salespersons 
offer service without proper white gowns and hygienic environment does not reach 
the standard. 

Noting that today's epidemic prevention campaign is the one for the people and the 
one whose masters are the people, he repeatedly called on all the officials to make 
selfless, devoted efforts for the good of the people with the mindset that they would 
bear full responsibility for the safety of the country and the well-being of the people. 
-0- 
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